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But how could fairy energy be so easy to spot.

“Tzu-Chen, there is a large amount of human activity ahead, I don’t know what race it is.”

“Go up.”

Omi flew up.

“Stop, are you trash humans from the Extreme South Continent?”A transmigration stage man suddenly
flew out and blocked Omi and the others.

Omi looked at the man in front of him and said, “Whether or not I’m a trash human, that doesn’t
matter to you, immediately tell me what race you are.”

“Bold rat, how dare you come to our Vajra Clan’s territory.”

“Vajra Clan?”Omi’s eyebrows furrowed, no wonder this man was so strapping in appearance and had
his nostrils pointed skyward.

Omi said, “We are passing through this place and need to rest here for the night.”

“No need to rest, let’s just sleep here.”Saying that, that Vajra man killed Omi regardless.

“What a mantis, not to be self-important.”Omi waved his hand. One second to remember to read the
book

“Bang.”With just a wave of his sleeve, Omi knocked the Vajra man flying.

“Poof.”The Vajra Clan man fell to the ground and spat blood.

Just then, Mu Qianji reminded, “Omi, don’t get entangled with them, look, a large group of people are
flying in the distance.”

Omi looked into the distance, and sure enough, a large group of Vajra Clan powerhouses rushed in.

“Go.”Omi really wasn’t in the mood to tangle with them, there wasn’t any conflict of interest anyway,
so he didn’t need to.

Omi flew away quickly with Mu Qianji and the others, away from the Vajra Clan’s territory.

Half a day later, Omi and the others were already very far away from the Vajra Clan.

The sky was already dark, Omi scanned the front and there was no human activity, so he said, “Let’s
rest here tonight, we’ll make our way tomorrow.”



Omi set up a simple wooden shack in the forest and the group stayed.

“I’ll go hunting and burn it at night.”Omi said.

“Okay, let’s prepare firewood.”Tang Huan said happily.

Sebastian said, “Brother Omi, I’ll go hunting with you.”

“Whatever.”

Omi immediately entered the forest and hunted a mountain deer, a dozen pheasants and the like.

“Bai, hurry back to the camp, this is outside after all, in case they encounter danger.”Omi to the ones
still catching pheasants.

“Brother Omi, don’t worry lah, there’s a waterfall ahead, there’s a pool below the waterfall, let’s go
catch some fish.”

“Hurry.”

Omi sat on the edge of the water pond, and Xiaobai jumped into the water pond to catch fish.

Not long after, Xiaobai caught dozens of fish and surfaced out of the water pool.

“Brother Omi, look, the fish here are really fat sisters.”Xiaobai smiled happily.

Omi’s eyes lit up as he looked towards the water pool, and soaking in the water, Little White, her
clothes wet and clinging to her body, her bumpy figure suddenly in full view, was a sight to behold.

“Little White, get up.”Omi averted his eyes and said.

“Brother Omi, we dragons love to play in the water, let me play in the water.”After that, Little White
didn’t care that Omi was at the edge, with a thought, the clothes on her body automatically
disappeared.Xiaobai’s clothes, which transformed with her transformation, were different from
humans, who had to wear them, while they, who were not born in human form, clothes could
transform with their transformation, and the transformed clothes also had a

There were very strong defensive abilities.So, right now, when Sebastian took off his clothes, with just
a single thought, his whole body was naked.

“Ah, Xiaobai, what are you doing.”Omi shouted, Omi had seen everything of Little White, if others
didn’t say that she was a dragon, they wouldn’t be able to tell the difference between her and a
human.

“Brother Omi, go back first, I’ll be back later, it’s okay.”

Omi was really a bit unable to control himself when he saw Bai’s tender white skin, upright mountain
peak, and alluring body.

However, Omi wasn’t thinking at the moment, whether to treat Xiaobai as a sister or a woman.

“Then I’ll go back first, you’ll be back right after washing.”

“Good.”



Omi took the game with him and quickly returned to the camp.

Over at the camp, Mu Qianji and the others had prepared the tools for the barbecue, and from the
spatial ring, moved out some furniture, lights and such .

“Tzu-Chen is back, everyone, come help.”

With everyone’s help, the game that Omi had hunted back was quickly cleaned and put on the fire to
roast.

Yan Xinyi asked, “Windy, where’s Little White?Didn’t you guys go hunting together, why don’t you see
back together.Although there’s no human activity here, it’s not an absolutely safe place after all, so
it’s better that we don’t scatter.”

Omi said, “When Xiao Bai saw the water pool, she couldn’t help but run into the water pool to play in it,
she should be back soon.”

“Let’s eat.”Lu Yuxi shouted and came up with a plate of meat that was already cooked.

Zi Dong immediately took out a bucket of wine and smiled, “Uncle Chen, these are the Dragon Clan’s
wine, I secretly hid them before.”

Omi took a sip, as expected, the Dragon Clan’s brewing techniques were just different.

The Dragon Race was known as a delicious race, and whether it was for fine wine or food, they were
more demanding than the humans in the Extreme South Continent.

Yan Xinyi saw that Little White Dragon hadn’t returned yet, she was busy saying, “Little White hasn’t
returned yet, why don’t we go look for her first.”

Omi nodded, hoping that Little White had already finished washing.

Omi came to that water pool again.

“Xiaobai?”Omi shouted and didn’t see Little White.

Omi jumped into the puddle and Omi could clearly smell Sebastian’s scent in his nose.

“Little White.”Shouting a few more times, Omi convened his Spiritual Sense to scan, but there was no
sign of Little White within a radius of several kilometers.

Omi was puzzled, where would Little White run off to?

Bai was rather playful, which Omi admitted, after all, Bai was still a little girl.

Omi jumped onto the shore, and then, Omi saw a footprint on the edge of the water pool.

“This footprint is by no means Xiaobai’s, where is Xiaobai’s foot this big, and it’s not mine.”Omi’s body
trembled, which meant that a third person other than Omi had come here.

Omi looked further away, and Omi discovered that there were hundreds of footprints of this size
further away.



“Ah.”Omi was horrified, there was more than one person who had come here, there were at least
hundreds of them.

“Oh my god, something must have happened to Little White.”Omi was furious, who on earth was the
one who dared to touch Omi.

Of course, the main thing was that Omi didn’t sense anyone nearby when he was just hunting with
Little White.

Omi didn’t care about that and returned to the camp first, in case something happened at the camp
again, it would really be the end.
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